Symposium
Through Their Gazes: Screening Women and Feminism

Keynote speaker: Prof. Bernadette Luciano, University of Auckland, NZ

This symposium focuses on the growing presence of women directors, writers, and their multi-faceted female characters from diverse backgrounds and cultures. International and University of Virginia scholars confront and discuss the current global backlash against women’s rights, roles, and leadership and argue for the importance of giving visibility and voice to women’s alternative and diverse perspectives.

Friday March 16 11am-4pm in NAU HALL 211
Lunch Reception in Wilson Hall (Lobby Area) from 12.30 to 1.30 pm

ALL WELCOME

This Symposium is made possible by the generous support of the Directors of Diversity and Inclusion at the University of Virginia with additional support from the Dept. of Media Studies; the Dept of Spanish, Italian and Portuguese; the Dept of Women, Gender and Sexuality and the Institute of World Languages. For more info please contact the symposium organizers Prof. Francesca Calamita fc4j@virginia.edu & Prof. Shilpa Davé ssd5q@virginia.edu